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A Lincolnshire Journey is a fictionalised exploration of the history and geography of Lincolnshire, by author Steve
Middleton whose family has deep East Lincolnshire roots. 

Written in verse form, this book is characterised by historical and geographical detail, humour and rhyme and
rhythm and has the Lincoln Imp as our tour guide. 

�As a historian, I felt the need to search for my personal roots in a part of England which, wherever my family lived, has
always been referred to as home,� observes Steve. �The gentle rhythms of the Lincolnshire landscape, the tattoo of a
train along the tracks, the mesmeric speech of a windmill�s gearing and the contemplative restfulness of a country
church all suggested a story to be told in verse form. This is my tribute to Lincolnshire, a magical place and anyone with
an interest in Lincolnshire, its landscape and history will enjoy this nostalgic book of regional poems.�

The Lincoln Imp, driven out of the cathedral by an off-key chorister, becomes our tour guide through a landscape
both familiar and unfamiliar. There dwell the Corieltauvi tribe and the Roman Ninth Legion, Anglo-Saxons warriors,
Viking settlers, Norman lords and the latter day descendants of all of these. Our journey takes us into the gentle
chalk wolds and across Lincolnshire�s lonely fenland, along the salt marshes to the banks of the Humber and even
out into the North Sea and the Atlantic. The trawling industry, long gone railways, windmills, beautiful and often
isolated country churches, delightful minor roads, all are visited. Perhaps most poignantly, Lincolnshire�s role as
�Bomber County� is considered

STEVE MIDDLETON was born in 1958. He spent ten years in archaeology and currently teaches History and Classics at a
Birmingham grammar school. 
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A LINCOLNSHIRE JOURNEY

Join the Lincoln imp for a trip
around Lincolnshire in Steve
Middleton�s new book, which
evokes the spirit of the county
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